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Mark Twain
the ‘Messiah’ Honor
And Masters With
Library Exhibit
To be Given
Next Sunday
icliola C an to ru m o f 2 0 0
Voices, Soloist», R en d er
H ander» M asterpiece
T AR TS

AT 8 P . M.

Handel's mighty oratorie “The
Messiah” will be presented by the
wrence Conservatory
Schola
antorum and soloists, accompanby LaVahn Maesh. organist, uner the direction of Dean Carl J.
aterman on Sunday, Dec. 8 , at
o'clock in Lawrence Memorial
hapel.
The Schola Cantorum numbers
wo hundred voices and the guests
ho will sing the leading rolos
re Carol Mortimer Huegel, soirano: Genevieve Wylie Langley,
ontralto; Ted Linsey, tenor; and
arshall B. Hulbert, baritone, secetary of Lawrence Conservatory.
II the soloists except Mr. Hulrt are from Milwaukee, and all
ve sung many oratorios. Geneieve Langley formerly sang in the
ipera “Cavaleria Rusticana” and
'ed Linsey is a church soloist at
cine. Mr. Hulbert has taken leadg roles in the “Messiah." for the
ist four years. ‘T he Creation''
iy Haydn, “Redemption" by Gou. and others.
The “Messiah' is Handel’s best
nown oratorio. From the time this
eat work was first performed at
ublin, Ireland, in 1742, it has tak 
en a nation-wide place in the pro*
grams ushering in the Christmas
aeason. Although there have h*en a
w instruments added to ;Ue or
chestral score, and several of the
♦alive* have been transcribed
for different voices, the work as
• whole remains unchanged Doth
vocally and instrumentally. This
proves that the original conception
Of the oratorio is enduring.

Habberscabber
Lawrence College
Dear Stanislaus:
We are again happy to hear your
clarion call from the wilderness.
Your reference to our letter was
too sweet for words. Your quest
for the truth moves us.
It appears that we have neglect
ed to define our terms. Remem
ber Stanislaus that without this
happy faculty we would indeed be
lost. An introvert may be explain
ed as one who is hot within, cold
without. An introvert has vacuum
within, steam without. Might we
•ugeest that you send the socks,
coats, and boots to some needy col
lege boy.
It was dear of you to mention
the law rentian—a truly priceless
document. You must write in our
"So They Say" sometime.
Thank you for mentioning us at
the town meeting. As for knowing
all of the answers, we live and learn
w ith the New Trier boys
You must become acquainted
with our methods. Professors teach
Us big words. Have no fear. Lem
Will get them in time. You ask for
the Student Constitution already?
That charming document is sent to
frou free of charge with each and
evrery diploma. Lem will bring
fcome the bacon. And concerning
Lem as a joiner — words fail us.
• If you must mention athletics.
We must attempt to explain their
»leaning. By the way, we don’t
m ajor in tractors, what can they
be? And if Lem can throw noth
ing but pumpkins he I asn't
a chance. This is the age of compe
tition. You write that he moves ev
erything he comes up against. We
«hall give him his fir3t test at the
Freshmen Walkaround and oth
ers at the frolics. You mention
his sharp teeth. They are useless.
Can he chew poached egg, toast, and

A writer whose books most of us
have perused in the dim past but
cannot forget, one whose birthday,
November 30, has occasioned an
exhibit, or at least an introd iction
to him, is Mark Twain. The exhibit
is to be found in the library, and
is one of a series of similar col
lections.
The books and articles compose a
very interesting group by a vari
ety of authors. Edgar Lee Masters,
whose “Spoon River Anthology"
qualifies him as a competent sketcher of character, writes of Mark
Twain in relation to his background.
A whole book with the same theme
is the work of Braheer, Mark Twain,
Son of Missouri,” and it is supple
mented by an essay in the “Liter
ary Digest" and one by Owen Wister in ••Harper’s." Van Doren also
remarks about the writings of this
popular author.

All-College Cast
To Give Dicken’s
Christmas Carol
Manager* o f Variou» P ro .
duct ion Crew» are
Chooen
The version of Dickens’ “A
Christmas Carol" which will be
presented by an all-college cast on
Monday evening, Dec. 18, was w rit
ten by Erie Volkert, assistant to
the dramatics department. This
adaptation consists of two main
sets and seven changes. The origi
nal novel has been very accurately
followed except for a few omissions
to avoid too many scene changes.
Almost everyone is acquainted
with the character of old Scrooge
and his nephew the Scrooge who
wouldn't believe in the Christmas
Spirit and disliked others paying
tribute to it to whom Christmas
was just a time of the year for pay
ing bills, and, for most people,
“finding yourself a year older, but
not a penny richer; and the nephew
who was exactly the opposite of hi*
gruff uncle.
The managers of the various pro
duction crews have been chosen
and also some of the members. Oth
ers will be announced later.
Ruth Weinkauf heads the prop
erties. Wilmer Witt is the stage
manager with Curtis Scheunemann,
Lincoln Wickmann, Robert Hauptli,
and James Green assisting. Wil
liam Weifenbach and Carl Luepold
have charge of the lighting.
Margaret Rape is the art director
with Claribel Danielson. Luci’e
Carr. Margaret Scott, and Marjorie
Opitz working with her. Margar
et Mercer is in charge of the cos
tumes. Doris Renner and Ruth
Merklc are with her. The painting
is being done by various freshmen
girls.
Plant are being completed for a
matinee to be held Friday, Dec. 13.

Interfraternity
Council Meeting
Very
Successful
*
C offey, Watt«, B anta, Re
tu rn F rom New York
C onvention
Last week the National Under
graduate Interfraternity Council
convened in New York in conjunc
tion with the National Interfra
ternity Conference. The latter is a
senior group composed of college
deans, national officers of fraterni
ties, and others. Walter Coffey,
president of Sigma Phi Epsilon, at
tended the meeting as the repre
sentative of the Lawrence Interfra
ternity Council. The meeting was
also attended by Mr. Ralph J.
Watts, Lawrence business manager
and national secretary of Phi Sig
ma Kappa, and Mr. George Banta
Jr., past president of Phi Delta
Theta.
The Conference has not the pow
er to legislate for the fraternities,
but acts in an advisory capacity.
It's suggestions are. however, gen
erally heeded. Such problems as
finance, advisers in chapter houses,
and co-operation with colleges were
considered, and reports by com
mittees on these problems were
read. The criteria adopted at the
meeting on Feb. 17, 1934. as recom
mended by the 1933 Committee on
Cooperation with College* were
read and stressed again. The Com
mittee's recommendation follows.
Fraternity Mast Contribute
“We consider the fraternity re*
sponsible for a pl^siflVe contribu
tion to the primary functions of the
colleges and universities, and there
fore are under obligation to en
courage the most complete personal
development of its members, in
tellectual, physical, and social.
“Therefore we declare:
1. That the objectives and ac
tivities of the fraternity should
be in entire accord with the aims
and purposes of the institutions
at which it has chapters.
2. That the primary loyalty and
responsibility of a student in his
relations with his institution are
to the institution, and that the
association of any group of stu
dents as a chapter of a fraternity
involves the definite responsibil
ity of the group for the conduct
of the individual.
3. That the fraternity should
promote conduct consistent with
good morals and good taste.
4. That the fraternity should
create an atmosphere which will
stimulate substantial intellectual
progress and superior intellectual
achievement.
5. That the fraternity should
maintain sanitary, safe, and whole
sale physical conditions in the
chapter house.
6 . That the fraternity should in
culcate principles of sound busi
ness practice both in chapter fi
nances and in business relations
of its members.

C lassicists Turning to
Quintus Horatius Flaccus

QUINTUS HORATIUS FLACCUS
BY A. H. WESTON
The 8 th of December. 1935, is be
ing observed as the two-thousandth
anniversary of the birth of the Ro
man poet Horace. He was born in «5
B. C. and a little mathematical study
will show that really only 1999
years have elapsed since then. This
does not mean that Latin scholars
cannot count straight; it merely
means that in computing tha bimillenlum they have followed the
Roman practice of including both
ends of the scries, a practice with
which every student who has Iried
to translate such a phrase as “ante
tea''
Let us delve further into athletics. diem sextum Idus Novembris” is
Lem is big and strong? "Light is our familiar. But the thoughts of classi
Lawrence watchword!** Can he go cists are turning back with pecu
liar interest and affection to the life,
i the personality, and the poetry of
Turn to Page 2

Horace, even as five years ago they
turned with affection and rever
ence to Horace’s friend Vergil.
A Self-Made Man
Quintus Horatius Flaccus is in
many respects as good an illustra
tion of a “self-made man" as one
can easily find. That is, he inherit
ed no social position, no wealth
he was born into humble circum
stances, and it was what he him
self became and did that brought
him, both in his lifetime and after
ward. such abundant recognition.
No one of course is entirely selfmade, he shows the influence of
his heredity and his environment,
and Horace was no exception. Of
his mother we know nothing at all—
he never mentions her and we may
Turn to page 2
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President Urges
Executive Group
Increase Power
Powers Appoints Com*
Many Debaters to
niittee to Study
Enter Tourney at
Constitution
Ripon January 2 3
The men's debate squad will en
ter the debate tournament at Rip
on. This contest is being held on
Jan. 23, and the members are pre
paring speeches on the subject of
Congressional power to override
Supreme Court decisions on con
stitutionality of laws. Tentative a r
rangements for interchange debates
with mid-western schools are be
ing completed. There is a possibil
ity of a debate with the team from
the Hawaiian Islands.
The Forensic board is complet
ing plans with Carroll and Ripon
Colleges to interchange convoca
tion speakers during January or
February. Speakers to represent
Lawrence College have not been
chosen yet.

Christmas Dance
Dec. 14 Will be
Social High Spot
(* y m

D ecoration* W ill Ik*
E ntirely New and
D ifferen t

If adversity brings out the best
in things, then certainly the Christ
mas Dance should be the best of the
college social season, thus far. The
social committee, after considering
many available dates first select
ed December 20, but due to Sat
urday morning classes, the admin
istration found it impossible to
comply with this request, and there
fore the date for the Christmas
Dance has been moved ahead to De
cember 14. To add to the difficul
ties involved. Johnny Davis and his
orchestra whose services had been
solicited received a location job in
Milwaukee, and it was deemed ad
visable to release him from his con
tract. From the available bands re
maining, A1 Paul and his orchestra
was selected to furnish the music
for the final all college dance be
fore the Christmas recess. Many
favorable comments were received
on the orchestra after having play
ed a local sorority formal.
The decorations in the gym prom
ise to be entirely new and differ
ent. The entire ceiling of the gym
will be covered with a false roof
of white wax paper and up onto this
will be flashed colored lights from
low hanging chandeliers, so that
the entire ceiling of the dance floor
will be constantly changing color.
Suspended in the center of this
Turn to page 4
TOWN OWLS
Janet Riesberry will head the
committee for the next Town Girls'
supper to be held at Hamar House
Monday evening, Dec. 9 at 5:30. Mar
jorie Hall, Phyllis Herzieger, Mar
ion Dettman, and Marty Lyon will
assist in preparing the fecst.
BILLBOARD
Sat. Dee. 7—Alpha Delta Pi For
mal Phi Kappa Tau House
Party.
San. Dec. 8—“The Messiah”—
College Chapel—8:00 P. M.
Sat. Dec. 14—Campus Club Din
ner at Sage. All-College
Dance at the New Gym.

MAY A ll) DRAMATICS
“I move that there be an amend
ment to the constitution to the ef
fect that Edward Powers and Bob
Coller sink more baskets at the fol
lowing basketball games,” was the
first amendment to the constitution
suggested by Spectator Louis Cherney. Serious discussion followed
the disturbance of this remark at
the executive committe meeting
Wednesday. Dec. 4
The main bones of contention in
amending the constitution were to
give more power to the committee
and to pep up the pep committee.
To give more power to the com
mittee suggestions were made that,
as long as the Student Government
supports the organizations listed on
the appropriations list, the Student
Body should have governing powers
over these organizations.
Cheek« And Balance«
There are two approaches to the
problems of student control of or
ganizations receiving Student Bod.,
funds, ^he first, already in eilect,
is the quarterly report system,
»ftei .looking over the LâtUv
Theater report with undeposited
cash under assets and items out of
place with a rare personal twist (no
offense to Little Theater, they went
no further*, it was decided that the
representatives of the organizations
should accompany their reports.
The purpose of these reports is to
acquaint the Student Body Execu
tive Committee will the activities
of the organizations receiving
money.
The second method is one up for
discussion. This method is actual
Turn to page 2

Letters To
Habberscabber
Dear Habberscabbcr:
First I want to tell you how
your beautiful letter has affected
the community. Since you told me
that I was an introvert the whole
town has been bringing me pres
ents of wool socks, overcoats, rub
ber boots, corn whisky, and smokin*
tabaco. They all read your letter
at the last town meetin’. and they
said all introverts were twenty de
grees colder in winter than anyone
else. So they helped me out. O,
Habberscabber, you know all the
answers, don’t you? Our Lent
simply worships the words you
write on that sacret sheet, the
Lawrentian.
Now. about our Lem: He want*
more than ever to come to your
college, but too. he’s more frighten
ed than ever after reading all those
big words you wrote us. Will you
please send us a copy of the Stu
dent Constitution? He wants to
know about the most important
things in college before he gets
there.
But most of all, Lem wants to be
on some team, some club, some
secret society, some clique. Now
Lem is so big and strong I’m sura
he would make a great athlete. Ju st
yesterday our tractor turned over
out in the field, but that doesn't
stop our Lem: he just climbs off
the seat, grabs a hold on the
wheels, and sits her back up again.
He can throw big pumpkins half
way across Paw's forty right into
my arms. And when Lem bumps up
against something, things move.
Course he’s a pretty big boy. and
he has to eat at a separate table
and all that, but he’s a big hearted
T urn to page 2
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Celebrate Horace’
Anniversary Now

Letters To
Habberscabber

President I rges
Executive Group
Increase Power
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
infer that she died when he was fella, and he» got bharp teeth to
too young to remember her; but grind up most any kinda food.
he gives us several most enlight
The other day we was to town
ening glimpses of his father. The el and we saw news pictures of some
der Horace had been a slave, had football players, and Lem yells out
obtained his freedom and earned a right in the show-house, “Attaway!
modest competence by hard work Push ’im inna nose! Kill *im! Drag
and thrift. He was ambitious for im out!” And I didn’t say nothin',
his son’s education and, dissatisfied but I thought, Gee, Lem’s gonna
with the small-town schools, took
him to Rome and saw that he re get what he wants from collige.
ceived instruction from as good He’s got the stuff, Habby, old boy.
teachers as any son of knight or Please continue to help him out.
senator. Constantly his shrewd ob
The townspeople’s havin’ a meetservation, his sanity and good sense in’ next week. I’ll write and tell
drew his son's attention to the ill ya all about it.
v
repute and unhappiness that fol
Love,
lows on dissipation or excess; con
Stanislaus.
stantly he shaped the growing
boy's character; and when ¡n later
years snobbish eye-brows were lift sion has ever satisfied anyone save
ed at the “son of a freedman” Hor him who made it,—if even him.
The Epicurean
ace blazed forth defiantly into a
As Horace grew older, his tastes
generous defense of his father,
whom he would not have exchanged leaned toward the ethical and crit
if he could for any other, however ical type of subject-matter, and
some of his ripest philosophy, as
aristocratic.
well as his most serious literary
Al Philippi
As a young man now goes to a criticism, is found in the so-called
college or university, so the yoi’ng Epistles of his later years. The one
Horace, when about twenty years known as the “Arts Poetica” has
old, went to Athens to study. Pres had incalculable influence on the
ently there ensued the assassination development of European literature.
of Julius Caesar; Horce joined the Not that he gave up lyric poetry
forces of Brutus and command'' 1 a entirely: he was called on to pre
regiment on the disastrous field of pare a hymn to be sung by a chorus
Philippi. He survived ihe defeat on a very special occasion; and he
and was too obscure to occupy the composed odes in honor of the vic
attention of the victors. His cause tories in the north of Drusus and
hopelessly lost, his father now Tiberius, the Emperor’s stepsons.
dead, he drifted to Rome and ob
Philosophically Horace usually
tained a subordinate clerkshin in professed to be an Epicurean and
a government office.
liked to make fun of the serious
A Quiet Caltared Life
Stoics, but nevertheless one finds
From then on his fortunes .nend- a strong Stoic element in his own
ed steadily. He made or renewed a work. His praise of toil and sacri
friendship with Vergil, and wa^ in fice, of unselfish devotion to duty,
troduced by him to the man who and his caustic remarks on the de
thereafter was his dearest friend, cay of morals and the love of lux
Cilnius Maecenas, a sort of Home ury are more akin to the severity
Secretary in the government of of Stoicism than to the prevailing
Octavian. A modest but comforta trend of Epicureanism with its em
ble income, and later a nleasant phasis on pleasure as the chief aim
country olace among the Sabine in life. We find in him little if any
hills, both the gifts of Maecenas, hope of continued life and happi
placed him beyond the reach of ness beyond the grave. To enjoy
want. His writings commanded in- the good things that this life offers,
creating respect and admiration. with moderation, temperance, so
He was offered, and declined, the briety, self-possession, and self-con
position of private secretary to Aug- trol, to be thrown off one’s balance
ttftm hi it, self. He lived a quiet, oul- by neither the smiles nor the frewns
tuied life, enjoying his farm, his of fortune, that, to him, is the good
hooks, and his friendships, till his life.
death in 8 B. C., being then the
QuoUbility
most distinguished poet and liter
One does not find, nor look for,
ary critic of the time.
much that is original in Horace’s
Gentle Satire
subject-matter, but his phrases have
Horace appeals to the reader as a become for centuries the classic ex
poet of exquisite taste and uner pressions of the ideas they convey.
ring artistry with words, as 9 keen On how many soldiers’ monu
observer of the life around him, a ments has not been inscribed “Dulco
genial exposer of sham and fol et decorum est pro patria mori”?
ly, a preacher of sanity and modera His “aurea mediocritas” or "¿olden
tion. As a satirist he avoids the mean"; his “carpe di?m” for “seize
heavy invective style, preferring the passing hour.” his Black Care
the gentle “ridentem dicere ver- sitting behind the horseman, his
um”— “to tell the truth with a “consule Planco" as an expression of
smile." Miserliness, ostentatious lux the good old days when one was
ury, extravagance of any sert, snob young and vigorous, his wistful
bery, insincerity, are among hr. fa “Eheu fugaces. Postume, Postume,
vorite themes, and his easy, chat labuntur anni ” his "integer vitao,”
ty. humorous style makes him, his Bandusian spring, his “nil adwhen at his best, delightful 4o read. m irari,” these and countless oth
The satires, he says, are not poetry- ers are his monument more endur
they just happen to be in verse ing than bronze.
form; but his lyric po^ms placo him
Singularly barren or singularly
among the world’s greatest mas cold, an English critic has said,
ters of that particular type >f w rit must be the mind to which Horace
ing.
does not speak.
Range of Themes
He lacks the effortless spontan
eity of a Sappho, a Catullus, a
There will be a one hour frolBurns, but makes up for that lack
ie tonight from 7:00 to 8:00.
by an uncanny skill in the choice
and arrangement of words, a mas
tery of technique, and a simplic
To Top Off That Well Groomed
ity and dignity of expression rare
College Appearance
ly. if ever, equalled. Like his
friend Vergil he abhorred hasty and
Have Your Barber Work Done at
careless writing, and the "labor of
HOTEL NORTHERN
the file.” the careful, leisurely,
loving attention to detail which he
BARBER SHOP
preached, he also practiced. His
Hooks & Tony
themes range "from grave to gay,
from lively to severe.-’ Some rooms
are expressions of personal friend
ship, some deal with philosophical
and ethical subjects, some are light
“vers de société,” some are in the
form of hymn or prayer, some are
sublimely patriotic. Perhaps the
most translated of Latin poets, he
defies adequate translation. No ver-

William6. Keller 0. D.
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111 W. College \ \ * .
?nd Floor
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representation on the Boards of
Control of the organizations re
ceiving money from the Student
Body. One suggestion was that in
cases where such boards are non
existent, boards should be created.
The problem of pepping up the
pep committee was brought up Con
sensus of opionion seemed to be that
the pep committee as it now exists
has little pep and is still less a com
mittee, just judging from accounts
of the turn out at their meetings.
Example, the turn out at the rail
road station after the Elmhurst
game. A few of the Brokaw boys
might be able to tell you about it.
Consider Constitution
Edward Powers, president of the
student body, turned the problem
of formulating definite amendments
to be presented to the Student
Body after being printed in the
Law rentian over to a committee
composed of Walter Coffey, Robert
Coller, Maxine Shalk, and Albert
Ingraham.
There was also a discussion of
the contingent fund to be made
up the balances of the various or
ganizations on the Student Ticket.
A use has been found for this fund
at this early date. The Guild Play
ers presenting Lynn Fontaine and
Alfred Lunt in "The Taming of the
Shrew” is a possibility. The "nig
ger in the wood pile” is a down
payment. The executive commit
tee has offered to confer with
Theodore Cloak, associate professor
of dramatics, as to possibility of
making this a Student Body proj
ect.
The justification of the contin
gent fund is based upon the theory
that since the organzations affect
ed are alloted by the year from the
year’s Student Body tickets, it *s
unfair to the students not to spend
the money while they are in school
and able to benefit by it. Some of
the balances have hung over from
year to year growing a bit each
year. The organizations are allot
ted money on the basis of their
needs, therefore they should budget
accordingly.
The matter of convocation speak
ers and organ music for chapel
were brought *Up. Betty Morse is to
look into the speaker problem.
Marion Griggs and Kermit Bury
are to see Mr. Maesch, professor
of organ, concerning the possibil
ity of organ music before convoca
tion. It was suggested that an at
tempt be made to use outstanding
students Mr. Maesch might desig
nate to help him out.
DEAKIN’S RESIDENCE
Clarence E. Deakins, new admis
sions officer has arrived in Apple
ton with his family and will reside
at 915 N. Rankin street. Mr. Dea
kins, who assumed his new duties
Monday, comes from James Millikin
University at Decatur. 111., where
he was registrar and admissions
officer.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
through four hours of All College
Club dancing? Can he take it stand
ing up? Can he hike from Ormsby
to the gym every day? Can he sut
ler a four hour bus ride? Can he
measure up td the Fraternity Sports
Ideal? Does he get mixed up on vot
ing signals? Can he croon in the
showers? Does he take a good pic
ture? You must consider all of these
before you speak.
From Lem’s dialogue at the mov
ies, we deduct strange things. Stan
islaus, are you fooling your ad
visor? Are you sure that Lem is
not an alumnus? Didn’t we hear
him last Homecoming?
Perhaps our questions startle you.
We hope they may help you and
also Lem. We are sure he nas the
stuff. We’ll make a man of him.
Your faithful friend,
Habberscabber

Diseussion Group
Meets Wednesday
A meeting of the Religious Dis
cussion group was held in Dr. Kep
ler’s office Wednesday evening, Nov.
4. In dealing with the subject of the
evening, the group reached the con
clusion that the universe is an or
ganism and therefor« there must be
inter-relation
and
co-ordination
(harmony) between the members
and parts of it. Worship is the means
of putting man in the right relation
w ith God, the activity in the uni
verse, and the universe itself, which
opens a person to suggestion and
gives one the right perspective. This
type of salvation gives drive to life
as well as preparation for the future
and secures a balance between in
dividual and social salvation.
At this meeting. Thursday eve
ning, Nov. 12 was chosen for the
next session of th-i discussion group.
The subject to be considered is
“What part does religion play in
War and Economics?" Dr. Kepler
will lead the discussion. The meet
ing was promptly closed at 8:30.
These meetings are held from 7:30
to 8:30 in Dr. Kepler’s office. Any
one interested is invited to attend
and to take part in the considera
tion of religious subjects.

Tomford HarrisI nt ervi ewed it
Short S e s s i o

it
Well, as usual we barged dov
stairs during the final encore
pounce on the guest artist for
interview. Mr. Harris came in mi
ping his brow and greeted us
cordially as possible under the <
cumstances. And then just as
were informing him of our missi
and he was warning us that he v
always very unsatisfactory at
terviews, the mob closed in, a
we subsided into the backgrou
and watched our prey while
acquired a bit of w riter's crar
The public was eventually called
and gripping our pencil and no
book firmly we ventured foi
again.
“Alright, w hat’s your first qu
tion? My first answer is alwa
’well, it all depends’, and my s>
ond is always, “Oh, if you li
that sort of thing . ' n
While we were recovering in
that one he went on, "Oh yes—a
my father was not a musician, a
used to w rite for th e Saturd
Evening Post. K erm itt H arris w
two Ts.'*
Ju st as we were settling down i
a nice informal chat he jump
up and put on his coat because “tt
is my custom”, and m uttered son
thing about getting back to t
Hotel, and left, forgetting us coi
pletely.
There will be an uppercl a*
Heelers meeting on Thursday
December 12 at 7:30 In the Little
rheater.

PHOTO FINISHING

Gifts
•

IDEAL PH O TO
& G IFT SHOP
2 0 8 E. College Ave.

Remember-

I

She’ll Want a Corsage
For That Formal!
— Prom —

The Riverside Greenhouse
Phone 3 0 1 2

The Conway Bldg.

è Picturesque
Clothes
set the evening mode
Fresh, daring and young our
new evening styles are all
you could desire in formal
flattery.
Select them for
their grand appearance . . .
and enoy them for the qual
ity they offer at these mod
erate prices —

MODERN DRV CLEANERS
2 2 2 E. College Ave.

Better Dry Cleaning
Qladly Delivered to Yonr Residential Unit

A DISTINCTIVE
CREATION FOR
YOUR SORORITY
FORMAL
Styled by the

MINA GERHARD
BEAUTY SHOP
Irrjng Znelke Rldg.
Phone 5506

$12.95 up

COATS
Q C c
DRESSES . . Z f O
Get Better Dry Cleaning at the Modern —
In the Same Building as the East-End Postal Station

>

Wraps $ 1 4 .9 5 up

Grace’s
I

APPAREL SHOP
104 N. Oneida Street
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Vhitened Campus Shares
In terest With Activities
^et it never be said that a Lawrentian ever let a basket-ball game
un-herslded and un-sung. Gangs of people buttoned up their collars
d trooped out to the gym Monday to cheer for a swell game with
>nty of exciting moments; — incidentally, we won.
\nd now we go on, finding a transformed and whitened campus to
Id our attention from the classroom window when the professors
n’t hold it within, and the Artist Series concert as an excuse for not
idying evenings. But that’s only the beginning, — Christmas is only
ree weeks away, when we can retire to a haven of rest and sleep.
Thetaa Have Fermal
Kappa Alpha Theta Formal was
Id last Saturday at the Knights
Pythias Hall, with A1 Paul’s orestra from Madison and was a
lge success. Everyone, even the
laperones, the Delos and Becks,
ft the party full of punch and
ndwiches and pepped up from the
lowball throwing.
A glittering, sophisticated at*
osphere prevailed in the hall In*
rect lighting through white crepe
»per, the Chrystal ball and the
heta kite against the velvet hang*
tgs furnished enough light so that
le girls could recognize their sis*
*rs and the boys, and were well
leased with the lack of further
ghting effects.
The Theta sweetheart song was
edicated by the President, Max*
le Schalk, to Beth Mac A1lister,
ut we’re sure it should have been
’reddie. After all, he’s the new Thea sweetheart.
Alpha Chis Back
Some loyal Alpha Chis from Mad*
son, who just couldn’t miss this
>est party of the year, and who
ame for it were Lola Mae Zuelke
rnd Florence Goddard. Freddie
jecch was undoubtedly one of the
lappiest of the happy at the party,
jecause Mary Alsted, the North
western queen was home and hon>red Fred by taking him to the
!ormal. All the sorority presidents,
Kay Price and Margaret Badger
were guests. Mrs. John Ash, Bets
ind Jean Shannon, Elizabeth Fox
and Mrs. Henry Johnston -/ere
also back for the party.
Woodworth Give* Tea
Miss Marguerite Woodworth, dean
of Women, was the hostess at a tea
given for the junior girls of the
college in her rooms at Russell
Sage. Thursday afternoon, Decem*
ber 5.

(

Mrs. John Bergstrom and Mrs.
James Reeve poured, and Mrs.
Wriston. Miss Ruth Pier, Miss Vir
ginia Shannon, Florence Magee,
and Margaret Badger were assist
ant s. The following girls were ask
ed to serve; Gwen Cramer. Jo ris
Boettcher, Mary Fulton, Dorothy
Cohen, Maxine Schalk, Jean Tro
jan. Ruth Weinkauf, and Marianne
Pengelly.
y In honor of the birthday of Doris
Boettcher, the Zetas were entertain
ed at the home of Mrs. Boettcher,
j a patronness. Miss Olga Smith was
a guest.
The Alpha Chi pledges are en
tertaining representatives from the
other sorority pledge groups at a
waffle breakfast on Sunday m orn
ing
Delta Sig Formal
The Delta Sig formal dinner
dance was held at the Valley Inn
on Saturday. The party swung along
to the music of Tom Temple’s or
chestra, who obliged by playing his
orchestrated version of the Delta
Sig waltz, composed by Haase and
Kloostcrboer, and also played the
favorite ’Hot Lips,’ dedicated to
Bob Bartella.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Derr acled as
chaperones, and Ernest Moore,
Mrs. Hattie Me Vey, house-mother,
Dr. and Mrs. John S. Millis, and

Dr. H. F. Raney were guests. Her
bert Rehfeldt, Berlin; Winifred
Krueger, Green Bay; and Sam
Smith, Markusan, alumni members,
were also present.
Delta Sigma Tau announces the
pledging of Robert Hauptli. Norman
Foleide, Robert Hauptli and Frank
Terris were entertained for -dinner
on Thanksgiving and on Tuesday
Larry Chabot and Bill Sackett were
their guests.
Following the plan for glorified
bull-sessions in the fraternity hous
es, a dinner has been planned for
Wednesday at which Professor Dav
is will be a guest and will talk
on the Chemistry of Insanity.
Sig Epu
Some of the gals are still remin
iscing that Thanksgiving party at
the Sig Ep house, and it just
wouldn’t be fair not to spread the
news about the dinner and the oldfashioned “at-h o m e-by-the-f i r eplace” hour that followed, when
they cracked and ate nuts and ap
ples, and even caught a nap, we’re
told. And oh, how those fellows
can toss the dishes around. It looks
like a slap-stick comedy scene to
see the dishes flying around from
sink to cupboard with exact direc
tion but seeming abandon.
Sigma Phi Epsilon announces the
pledging of George Preitz and Joe
Roberts and the initiation of Per
ry Petersen.
Delt Alumni Meet
News from the Delt Shelter is of
the Delt Alumni group who met
for dinner at the Conway Hotel for
the purpose of organizing a Fox
River Valley Alumni Club, of which
there are twenty-five members. The
meeting was followed by a Smok
er at the house.
On Sunday the members of the
Beta Chapter were entertained for
tea at Dr. Kepler’s.
Phi Kappa Tau
Phi Kappa Tau announces the
pledging of George Bennetts of
Mayville.
Plans are now complete for the
biggest house party of the year.
The Phi Tau Christmas Dance will
be held Saturday night with music
by Les Loehrke and hisjoand
Fritz Sloehr was a weekend visit
or at the Phi Tau house.

Glass E xpert T alks to
ö ie m . Society T o n ig h t
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W ho’s W ho On
The Campus
Who is he?, , . The Mystery Man
of Lawrence. . . Now you see
them. . . now you don't. . . fish,
we mean. . . he has eaten three to
date . . and according to manager
Leech. . . more coming up. . . or
shall we say. . . going down. . .
Snide's is the place. . . the man
ner . . look-see. . . tail last. . .
lunch plus recompense. . . that’s
wh<>( we call tops. . . . wonder
what the fish thinks about. . .
down the hatch!. . . here's to ya
. . . swimmingly!. . . Well any
way, he's a great guy. . . you know
him. . . sure, you do. . . n o fool
ing, we mean he’s pretty nice, wot
we mean. He has brown eyes, and
a taste for blue sweaters, and that
smile. . . He played fullback cn
the incomparable team. . . ultra
. . . ultra fullback. , . and withal
could at one time sling a mean line
of poetry. . . the Gal has curly
dark hair too. . . we like his ties,
too, and what's more, we like him.
You guess, now; he plays incognito
in these Russian creations we hear
so much about at Brokaw bullsessions. . . Stanislaus to you! He
even breaks into the voice of Ex
perience to Habberscrabbei*. now
and then. . . Do you know? . .
ycu should. Here's one guy you
shouldn’t pass up. . .

Ormsby Thankagivirift
Truly a Gala Affair
(For Those Who Stayed)
It’s all over (even the stomach
aches) except for fond memories
of the resplendent feast which was
eagerly consumed by the few re
maining neophytes.
Thanksgiving the tables at O rirsby were arrayed banquet fashion
and were adorned by tall candles
and huge bowls overflowing with
fruit. Dinner contained everything
from soup to nuts (literally). For
over an hour the ravenous hoarc
forgot their girlish figures and
were lost in the sea of edibles.
Music was furnished by two ra
dios donated by two of the “strong
er sex” who refuse to have their
names in print. (Mid-victoriun mo
desty is coming back into style, at
least so we're told.) Dancing was
suggested but beds looked so invit
ing that only a few of the hale
and hardy remained.
Jane Heyer, Gloria Benson, and
Virginia Wilson were in charge of
Decorations. We might ad d —many
helpful suggestions were furnished
by Betty Marvin, a guest.
And still the waitresses get the
breaks. Anyone who stayed awake
long enough might have witnessed
a number of them dashing madly
from basement to third floor and
back again, between courses. It
couldn't have been that extra scoop
of ice cream?

This evening, December 0, at
8:00 o'clock Mr. G. W. D. Walker of
the Corning Glass Works of Corn
ing N. Y. will speak before the
meeting of the Northeast Wiscon*
sin Section of the American Chem
ical Society at the Institute of P a
per Chemistry. He will use slides,
moving-picture films, exhibits, and
glass-blowing apparatus in his lec
ture on the making of laboratory
glass-ware Mr. Walker will also de
scribe the 2 0 0 -inch astronomical
mirror which the Corning Glass
Works is making.

Inspector I isits
Psi of Kappa Delta
Prepared for a three day engage
ment, Kappa Delta Sorority inspec
tor and rushing supervisor Miss
Mary Catheryn Niestadt, graduate
of Northwestern University, arriv 
ed last Monday for a visit of the
local Psi chapter. Miss Niestadt has
been working with the sororities of
the middle west this year.
Tuesday afternoon a tea was held
in the honor of Miss Niestadt at
the D. P. Steinberg home. Following
the tea she was entertained by Miss
Olga Achtenhagen, associate profes
sor of English and former national
president of the sorority. Miss Nies
tadt leaves Thursday for Madison
where her next inspection is sched
uled.

Dr. Isaac Yonan
Addresses Chapel
Monday Morning
Dr. Isaac Yonan, a native of P er
sia, addressed the student body in
Chapel Monday. Forty-five years
ago Dr. Yonan realized the dream
that all foreign youth had at that
time when he came to the United
States to study. On returning to
Persia, he took up work in the ed
ucational field and for twenty years
was principal of a Persian college.
At the time of the World War, af
ter it had suffered from the havoc
that was wrought even In Persia,
the Yonan family migrated to
America. It was the only family
from that part of Persia which
came through the w ar intact.
Dr. Yonan was very enthusiastic
over the missionaries who, one
hundred years ago brought educa
tion, especially for women, to P er
sia. He claims that the change and
advancement in the East is due en
tirely to missionaries, and says
that they are the best representa
tives of American life.

STANDS

Dissonance A n d
Discord Serve
The Con Student
The night is damp, drizzling and
disagreeable. I shiver in the inade
quate shelter of a battered and thin
suede jacket, and try to shorten the
distance to the Conservatory by
hurrying, but the rain puddles spat
ter against my legs and only make
me more chilled and uncomfort
able.
The lobby is empty and depres
sing. The corridor down in the
basement is dark and gray. Some
one is making a horribly unsuc
cessful attempt at a cornet arrange
ment of “The Glow Worm.” I shiv
er involuntarily as I select soma
music from the rack and let myself
into one of the bare, poorly white
washed little rooms.
I grab "Le Coucou” and begin to
pound it out laboriously. Stupid,
stupid fingers! It should be light!
It should be delicate, and fast! But
my fingers are numb. They stick,
they clumsily strike the wrong
notes. Why won't it go! Why is the
piano so rasping? The room in pos
itively bleak. I try feverishly to get
into swing, but only become more
and more clumsy and desperate. I
hate the piano, and the silly piece,
and the grayish whiteness of the
cobweb-sprinkled walls, and the
clanking radiators, that tear into
my brain until I am beside myself.
Half mad with anger at the cold
ness. and the banging, and the earsplitting cornetist. and the tinny
piano that will not respond, and my
blue fingers which will not obey
me, I pound my fists on the keys
in a smashing dissonance, almost
beseeching them to answer me. The
piano stands there, unrelenting,
grinning with all its mirking. hate
ful white teeth, and silently I de
spise it.

FOR
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AND SNIDER’S RESTAURANT
At night y o u ’ll find lots of the students
tak in g advantage of the fact that
tw enty-five cents buys a real
treat in our menu.

SNIDER’S

MARCY’S BOOK SHOP

Have you tried our Chili?

1 1 2 South Oneida Street
Phone 15 3 4 R

Gift Editions of Books —
Greeting Cards

H O LID A Y PILLOWS

We Rent and Sell Books and Magazines

M any Lovely Fabrics
in All the P o p u la r
Color Com binations

Make Our Store Your Shopping
Headquarters and You’ll Solve
Those Gift Problems Easily!

Priced at $1.009 $1.69, and $1.95

COME IN AND LOOK AROUND!

Meyer-Seeger Music Co.
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BRETTSCHNEIDER’S
FURNITURE CO.
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Dr. Wriston Talks
Before Conference
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Students, Faculty
O f Conservatory
At Sem ester Parti

PHI BETA KAPPA’S JSEOPHYTES

l'r«*M‘iit«Ml Several S trik 
ing IdeuH to N. Y. A.
G r o h |>
Tin* twenty-seventh annual scs
sion of the National Interfraternity
Conference in New York last week
heard Dr. H. M. Wriston's ideas on
the fraternity situation in his ad
dress "An Audit of Fraternity Ex
perience," one of the main address
es of the Conference.
Dr. Wriston pointed out that the
fraternity problems is an old one
with no easy solution, but his sug
gestion was that an audit of frater
nity experience, similar to a finan
cial audit, be made.
The first aspect of the audit
would naturally have to do with
lhe housing situation. “The frater
Ilnrwocd Ftioto»
nities were the first to supply con
VIOLET RISCII
venient and comfortable homes for I
students and after fifty years, tak
in« the country os a whole, the fra
ternity house is infinitely superior
to the average college dormitory.”
Although fraternity houses are not
architecturally perfect, they are in
general, superior to the drab archi
tecture of the usual college dormi
tory, Dormitory rooms are gener
ally cell-like, and the furniture too,
is inferior. Libraries and lounging
rooms are better equipped in fra
ternity houses.
Fraternity Extrlls Dormitory
As far as discipline and internal
morals go, the fraternity house
greatly excels the dormitory.
The fraternities are sometimes i
unjustly accused of not encouraging !
such high scholarship as they
should, unjustly, because the frater- j
nlties have to draw their m em bers.
from the material admitted by the
college, the calibre of which they
cannot control.
The third aspect of the audit
should have to do with the struc
ture of the college. The fraternities
JAMES WITHERALL
developed during a period when
standardization was taking hold of
college procedure«. Hut this day Is
Bus transportation will again be
past, and the fraternity should now
follow the trend of the colleges to provided for those students resident
ward individualism, so that each in dormitories, and will leave Ormschapter can be adapted to the par* by at eight thirty and eight forty
ticular institution in which it is lo five.
cated.
Miss Dorothy Mitchell will have
In the fourth aspect of the audit,
personal problems. Dr. Wriston saw charge of the chnperones and
the fraternity and the college as guests for the dance, and Grace
complementary, not competitive. 1 ightfoot will handle all publicity.
Both the college and the frater
Plan Bir Dance Later
nity chapter supply an essential
The social committee and the
element to adequate counselling in
Absolving individual difference«.
executive committee wish that the
This type of audit of fraternity students would bear in mind the
experience would have one final
effect, namely, the ending »if the fact that an All College Club
defensive attitude of the fraternity. spring informal is being planned,
The solution to the problems lies in und that a large band will be pro
the joint enterprise of the col cured. It is necessary, however, in
lege and the fraternity.
order to do this to build up a large
reserve fund necessary to cr.rry
any deficit which may not be met
by the sale of a All College Club
tickets. Every student at Lawrence
College has an opportunity to make
this possible through his attend
ance at the All College Club aancCONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
es.
dome of many colors will h.ing
•lit* crystal ball, shooting its bils of
color around the dance floor. A j
green canopy will cover the edg
es of the floor, and complete the
decorative scheme.
SERVICE AS YOU
Tickets—One Dollar
WANT SERVICE
Tickets may be purchased tor
the dance at the price of one dol
lar per couple. Although tho ex
pense involved for this dance is
greater than any previous dance;»
it is the wish of the social commit
tee to keep the admission fee as
low as possible. Ticket sales will
be in the hands of Ken Walker at ; 4th Floor, Zuelke Bldg.
Rrokaw Hall and James Joseph will
have charge of the fraternity sales.

Proellch Photo.

NORMAN M. CLAPP

F ro ellch Photo.

FLORENCE VANDERPLOEG

Members-Elect to
Phi Beta Kappa
Initiated Thursday
The initiation of Norman Clapp,
Jerry Hecker, Violet Rusch, Flor
ence Vanderploeg, and James Witlierell, the five members elected to
Phi Beta Kappa at the fall elections,
was held yesterday afternoon, Dec.
5, at 4 o’clock at Ormsby. Dr. J. B.
Mac Harg, president of the local
chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, and Dr.
L. C. Baker, secretary, officiated at
the initiation.
Following the initiation cere
mony, a tea was held to which were
invited all the members of Phi Beta
Kappa in Appleton, all the facul
ty members and their wives, and all
those students who received nonors for the year 1934-35.

Conservatory students and facult
held their usual semester party Sat
urday evening, November oO, iij
Dean Carl J. W aterman’s studio a,
Peabody Hall.
A program began the evening’
entertainment with a reading b:
LaVerne Olsen. Ruth Saunde.-ion
Vivianne Hollaway, Virginia Wil?on
and Betty Marvin, The Con Quar
tet, harmonized several snappj
numbers. Leone Ferron tapped i
Syncopated Buck, and was cljupec!
back for two more. Don Gcrlacl
played accompaniments. Prufessoi
Cyrus M. Daniel whistled "Stai
Dust.” The faculty put on * pan
tomime. “Wild Nell,” read :jy Mrs
G ertrude Claver and acted by tht
Dean as Handsome Harry; Marshall
Hulbert as Lady Loop-deLoop; Pro
fessor Fullinwider, the Indian chief;
Professor Glockzin. the Medicine
Man; and Dorothy Draheim as hero
ic “Wild Nell.” Sound e ffe c t were
produced by Professor Daniel at
the piano. The skit ac'ually
"brought the house down” and was
the hub for the gaiety dur ui ' the
remainder of the evening of danc
ing and refreshments.
The committees organizing the
party were: Ruth Smith, general
chairman; Ed Marty and Hazel
Dunn, refreshments; and Cecile
Morrison and Merrill Mohr, enter
tainment.
Conservatory students are auticipating another party next .-Dnies
ter.
Seismologists at Canisius College,
Buffalo, N. Y., were accused of
causing an earthquake the other
day. One irate householder .hreat«
ened suit for damages.

FroeJleh Photo.

Next Week’s
Chapel
Monday: Mr. James Pond, presi
dent of Pond Bureau, Inc., an
agency which arranges lecture
tours for prominent people. Mr.
Pond will tell of some of his ex
periences with these famous
people.
Wednesday: Dr. L. A. Boettiger,
professor of sociology, will
speak. Subject to be announced.
Friday: Dr. A. H. Weston, profes-

GERARD HECKER
ACHTENHAGEN ENTERTAINS
Miss Olga C. Achtenhagen, asso
ciate professor of English, entertain
ed the local chapter of the Kappa
Alumni Association Tuesday eve
ning, Dec. 2, at • dinner in h tr
apartment.
sor of Latin and Greek, will
speak on “Authority and Free
dom of Thought.”

Christmas Dance
To be High Spot

‘A SHOP FOR YOU’

ZBELKE
BARBER SHOP

PHONE 665

GROTH CO
CLEANERS

The House With a Reputation
24 Years of Faithful Service
W alter E. Moore, Local Mgr,

COLLEGE MEN AND
THEIR APPEARANCE
ONE thing you’ve got to know— but don’t learn in a
college course— is that if you don’t look neat . . clean
. . fastidious . . and wrinkle-proof you don’t get ahead
— especially socially. Take a tip!
Use our DRY
CLEANING SERVICE.

Smart ? There hat never been anything
like theml These new Shuglovs for Men
(rubbers to you) look like regular leather
oxfords — right down to the bogus
stitches, shoe lacei and grained leather
effect. Here's »mart style and plenty of
protection for sloppy weather. Dunk
our feet the modern way, — step out in
huglov Oxfords.

J
S

UNEEDA LAUNDRY &
ZORIC CLEANERS
518 W. College Ave.
We Call and Deliver

Phone 667

^

/ u

u

j&

OV G O O D R I C H

HECKERTS
The HNft-r Store

1 0 9 No. Durkee St,

We Call For and Deliver

v.

w y »*»-

For Your Convenience Clothes May Be Left at the
Peerless N at’l Laundry — 301 East College Ave.

ir

We Rebuild Shoes
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Vikings Meet Marquette Tomorrow Night
Lawrence Cagers
Stress Defense
In Week’s Drills

Strauble, Osen
To Lead Vikings
Next Grid Season

CO-CAPTAINS FOR 1 9 3 6

Vikings Have Big C hance
T o (»et Back in
Lim elight

Letters
an d
N um eral*
A warded at Sport»
B anquet

With the odds outstanding that
Marquette might be a Uttle tougher
than Mission was, the Vikings went
through strenuous drills all this
week in preparation of building
what might by Saturday be called
a defense. Tomorrow night the
Lawrence basketball team has a
chance to do something in a big
way for the school and put their

Jim Strauble and Ole Osen. two
of the finest ends the Vikes have
had since the days of Si. Mitchell
and Jessup, were chosen by the
team as Co-Captains for 1936. Of
fensively, they accounted for at
least half of Lawrence's touchdowns
and defensively there are none bet
ter. Strauble is from Green Bay,
and played his football there with
West High. Ole hails from DePere.
Wisconsin, a couple of miles south
of the Bay.
Leech, Osen Receive Awards
At the banquet Tommie Leech
and Osen were awarded the most
valuable players’ distinction togeth
er. Leech is through this year. His
brilliant passing led to his selection.
In addition to the major speech
of the evening, given by Major
John Griffith of the Big Ten, tw en
ty-four major "L's” were awarded.
Eleven Seniors, Co-Captains Coller
and Hecker, G. Jorgenson, R. Col
ler, T. Leech, S. Guth, R. Durbrow,
R. Schreve, E. Holzwart, and W.
Scliier were kiven letters. Manager
Shibley also received a sweater.
‘’L’’s were presented to five Juniors,
next year's Co-Captains, Strauble
and Osen. K. Walker, E. Sloan and
F. Dean. Eight sophs, S. McDonald.
M. Bridges, K. Westberg, E. Vande

VIKES FACE THESE GAMES
December
7—Marquette
away
12—Milton
home
January
7—Lake Forest
home
10—Carleton
away
14—Ripon
home
18—Beloit
home
21—Carroll
away
February
8—Knox
home
13—Monmouth
home
21—Beloit
away
22—Lake F o re st
away
26—Ripon
away
28—Cornell
away
29—Coe
away
March
3—Carroll
home
forlorn cage record back in the
spotlight. Cy Rubado, the avalanche
captain, won’t play at all, which
forces the Hilltoppers again to de
pend on inexperienced men.
Bernie Wolfe, and Roy McMahon
will perform as forwards. Ehrig or
Eirich will jump center with Seefelt and Rasmussen at guard. The
general outlook is plenty dismal at
present, and it’s not encouraging to
remember the scores of the last two
years of 41-10 and 48-17. The Vikes
will have to play the -said* sort of
ball we saw just flashes of last
year in the first half against Mar
quette and the game with Beloit If
they can show that form the Golden
squad will be lucky to win. If they
continue the hapless, nervous game
which so far has been portrayed,
last year’s score will be a close
game compared to what will hap
pen Saturday night.
Milton College of Milton. Wis
consin, will appear here next Thurs
day night. Milton last year held
Milwaukee Teachers to an overtime,
but lost 33-30. In past years both the
Vike's football and basketball teams
have played Milton.

Movie Shorts
Rio: Concluding Friday, “So Red
the Rose,” starring Margaret Sulli
van, is an unusual picture adapted
from an unusually compelling book.
Judging from the previews, Miss
Sullivan is as emotionally intense,
as charming, as ever. And the com
pelling theme of the show and the
book make the picture one to be
double-checked for attendance.
Beginning Saturday, for a six-day
engagement, comes the Will Rog
ers’ vehicle, ‘'Steamboat ’Round the
Bend,” starring that genial come
dian. It has all the familiar Rogers’
attractions, plus the nautical touch.
If you liked Rogers, you'll like this.
Presented posthumously, the show
will appeal additionally for that
reason to the comedian’s admirers.
Appleton: Friday the double fea-

Jim Strauble and Ole Own, the V ike star ends, were chosen by the
real of the »quad as Ce-Captains for 1936 Both Oaen and Strauble
made the all-conference selection in Little Four competition this year.

Mission House
Forces Vikes to
Overtime Period
Law rence Eke« O u t 28-27
V ictory in P o o r
E xhibition

A fast and confident Mission
five gave the Vikings a terrific
scare in the opening game of the
season last Monday. Taking advan
tage of the Blue's slow-to-form de
fense, and shooting accurately, the
Plymouth Pastors, rated as under
dogs, swept Lawrence off its feet
and went through the first and sec
ond quarters like a breeze to lead
13-7 at the half. Three times the
alert Mission forwards snatched the
ball away from the lanquid Vikes
and counted each time. Playing an
easy passing game, they maneuvered !
the Blue and White into position |
and then used a fast break.
Watchful Waiting
But it wasn't as if Lawrence was
outclassed. They took numerous
ture program of “Stars Over Broad
way,” “starring-' Frank McHugh,
and Pat O'Brien, and ''Welcome
Home,” with Arlene Judge, and
James Dunn, concludes.
Saturday another double feature
arrives: an unusual picture, "Here’s
to Romance,” in which the hand
some Nino Martini and the great
Madame Schumann-Heink take the
leads, assisted by Genevieve Tobin
and Anita Louise, plus the more
usual but not less popular "In P er
son.’” with Ginger Rogers, of the
flying feet, and George Brent of the
cynical countenance. These two
features will continue until Tues
day.
For your weekend dates these
shows are ones tc chalk up — nice
balance of frivolity and depth. Take
your choice!

ALFRED JOHNSON
SHOE SKATES
A grade to suit every purse
A sharpening wheel of carborundum would g^ve you
all of the hard facts —— We would like to tell you all
of this story.
SPORTING GOODS HEADQUARTERS

Valley Sporting Goods Company
Phone 24 4 2

Chicken chow mein at the Con
gress ushered in the first Numeral
Club meeting of the year. Margar
et St-ip, Marion Humlecker, and
Wilhelmina
Harms form this
year’s crop of athletes. Member
ship is the reward for earning 150
points in athletics.
The committee in charge was
c o m p o s e d of Betty Moiae and Ellen
Voigts, president and vice presi
dent respectively. Miss Ruth McGurk. Women’s Athletic director, is
the faculty member of the Numer
al Club
Walle. R. Arthur, C. Gerlach, C.
Burton and C. Grode won their let
ters. Thirteen lettermen will thus
return for play next season, all
things being equal, and with the ad
dition of Novakofski and Hallquist,
who >hould be eligible by that time
and three other boys who narrowly
missed getting awards,
Fisher,
Sheldon and Spaude, another suc
cessful season can be expected. AI
Hunk, a diminutive but powerful
guard will be ready for competition
next season after nursing a leg in
jury most of the year.
Frosh Fill In
The Frosh seem particularly anxi
ous and fairly adapt at playing ball.
A few of the yearlings have been
very successful and unless ineligi
bility or other factors step in, some
of them are good enough to rob let
termen of their berths. Maertzweiler, Weideman, Crawford and Weav
er form a good backfield which is
sure of going places, while imprea
sive in the line were Brown, Gaiko,
Hatton, Walters, Gray, and Holmes.
Weideman is an accurate pas.*-er
and Coach Derr is sure to need on»
with Tommie graduating.
The
Vike's passing attack is the only
thing that pulled them through and
though Osen and Strauble are free
for a long pass, somebody’s got to
toss it.

sion, but just made the game three
minutes longer.
In the overtime. Powers flipped in
a gift shot and Osen rang up his
fifth basket. The churchmen sank a
pair of free throws but were one
point short 28-27. Win or lose, it was
From 1906 to 1910, football fields
a moral victory for Mission, as last were marked like checker-boards
year Lawrence walloped them 57-18. into five-foot squares.

J . 6. Mohr—Piano Tuner
Plano Technician
these 20 years.

fo r

U w rrn c f

College and

C o n s e rv a to ry

Town and
Country

Ladies’
SNOW
SUITS
Jane Model
Jacket
Double breasted,
button front, full
belt, sport collar.
All popular col
ors.
Pants
to
match or con
trasting.
TWO PIECE

but it’s sm art to have gloves
and

scarf to

We

have

Scotch

Insist On

211 No. Appleton St.

shots at the basket all during the
first half and only three times did
the oval swish the hoops. The Vikes
resembled an army waiting for an
official command to get started.
Evidently the order did not come or
else they didn't understand when
they got it. They just made an effort
to keep .n the game. On the second
half the shots were more accurate
and Burton and Osen began drop
ping in baskets from all angles. Mis
sion was tiring and the Blue's pass
ing game was improving enough to
occasionally allow the front line
men to fake the Pastors. After Bur
ton had knotted the game up at 23
all. Osen sank w hat seemed would
be the winning basket, but Hesslink
closed his eyes and let a long one
ride, which tied things up for Mi»-

Numeral Club Starts
\e a r With Chow Mein

Ravina Model Jacket
Soft Woolen with Talon Front.
All popular colors ^yith fancy
trim.
Pants to match or contrasting.
TWO PIECE
SUIT ...........

$1195

m atch exactly.

them m ade o f fine

yarns

and in several

color com binations.

S c a r f a n d G lo v e s
$ J 5 0

JACKETS AND PANTS
SOLD SEPARATELY

PO ND
SPORT SHOP
2 3 2 E. College Ave.

Thiede Good Clothes
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Four Lawrence
(iridders Named
On All-Star Team
Tom m y I^eeeli and C liff
O mmi are llnaniiiiou»
Selection*
Four members of the Lawrence
colle««* football »quad were placed
on the state college all-star foot
ball team as picked by the Fox Riv
er Valley Sports Writers in cooper
ation with coaches and publicity
men at the four colleges concerned.
Ripon, Lawrence, Carroll and Be
loit.
Cliff Osen, end, and Tommy
Leech, quarter, were unanimous
choice« while Jim Straubel, end,
and C; laden Jorgenson, center, v/ere
the other two Viking selections.
Three Viking were given second
team positions. They were Marty
Bridges, who played sensational ball
at tackle, Jerry Hecker, a halfback,
and Stan Guth, fullback.
Two Ripon men placed on the
first team also were unanimous
choices. They were Miller, guard
and Angelo Guidrone, halfback.
Thi* first team follows: left end,
Straub«*l. Lawrence; left tackle, Mil
ler. Hipon; left guard, Junijhans,
Ripon; center, Jorgenson, Lawrence;
light guard, Johnson, Carroll; right
tackle, Kadtke, Ripon; right end,
Os«*n. L a w r e n c e ; quarterback,
Letch, Lawrence; left halfback,
Guiadrone, Ripon; right halfback,
Kolash. Hipon; fullback, Buck, C ar
roll.
The second team: left end, Smith,
Ripon; left tackle, Bridges, i.awrance; left guard, Hilliard. Beloit;
center. Gtjres, Carroll; right guard,
Roche, Carroll; right tackle, Griggs,
Beloit; right end, Thurner, Carroll:
quarterback, Runge, Beloit; left
halfback, Hecker, Lawrence; right
halfback, Clayton, Carroll; fullback,
Guth, Lawrence.
Rimg<>, Beloit quarterback placed
on the second team, actually played
halfback, but was a good blocker
and defense man. Guiadrone of Ki
pon was rated one of the flashiest
backs s«H*n in state college play tor
.some time.

.Several S tu d e n ts
O f M iss B r a in a r d
P r e s e n t P o i^ r a m
The chapel program Wednesday
was devoted to eighteenth-century
music, played by piano students of
Miss Gladys Ives Brainard. The
program was a varied one, being
composed of one arrangement for
piano accompanied by string quar
tet and second piano, three solos,
and a two-piano number.
First Lorene Lester, assisted by
Miss Brainard at the second piano,
played ‘Concerto in D Major" by
Haydn. They were accompanied by
a string quartet composed of John
Bayer, viola; Lester Loerke, first
violin: Edwin Shannon, second vio
lin. and Elwin Wienandt, cello. The
rest of the program follows:
Sonata Second Movement Mozart
Donald Gerlacli
Arabesque
Debussy
Betsy Ashe
On a Merry Folk Tune
Elkus
and
If I Were a Bird
Henselt
Geneva Falk and David Schaub
Waltz in E Major
Maszkowski
Sally Haven

L i WRENTIAN

ALL CONFERENCE TEAM
Cotehei Selection
FIRST TEAM
POSITION
SECOND TEAM
Straubel lLawi
LE
Smith (Rip)
Rridges (Law)
Miller (Rip)
LT
Hilliard (Bel)
Junghans (Rip)
LO
Gores (Car)
Jorgenson (Law)
I’
Roche (Car)
Johnson (Car)
R<«
Griggs (Bel)
Radtke (Rip)
RT
Thurner (Car)
Osen (Law)
RE
Runfe (Bel)
Leech (Law)
QB
Giandrone (Rip)
LH
Hecker (Law)
Clayton (Car)
Kolash (Rip)
RH
Guth (Law)
Buck (Car)
FR
COMMENT: Runge, Beloit, played halfback, bat was a food blocker
and defense man. The following were unanimously chosen for the
first team: Osen, Miller, Leech, Guidrone. Miller has slse and power,
Junghans is very fast and shifty: Straabel and Osen are clever ends,
always threats. Guidrone is one of the flaahlest backs seen in the con
ference In some time.

Prof. J. H. Griffiths
Gives Address to
Neenah Rotary Cluh

Professor J. H. Griffiths, chairman
of the department of psychology and
education, spoke to the Neenah Ro
tary Club on Thursday. Dec. 5 at
the Valley Inn. The subject of his
talk was “Phychologlcal Aspects of
the Vocational Guidance of Youth.”
This particular meeting of the Ro
tary Club was an occasion of recog
nition for the students of Neenah
High School.
In his speech. Professor Griffiths
pointed out th r e : main considera
tions of vocational guidance: first,
an understanding of personal assets
and liabilities; second, an analysis
of one’s interests; and third, the
problem of finding a broad type of
occupation in which one’s capabili
ties can be utilized whereby the in
dividual obtains self-expression and
self-satisfaction.
In summarizing the problem of vo
Kane, one of the Pastor's guards cational guidance he said that in its
lost control of himself after the broad aspect it is a problem of
wholesome personality adjustment.
game and had to be led from the
floor by his mates. He was the boy French Club Gives
whose wisecracks could be heard
Tea at Hamar House
from the floor by those sitting on
Representatives of the modern
the bench, as well as by the offi
languages clubs and the teachers
cial i.
of those languages had a chancc
“Shifting Sands?” What about the to compare notes last Sunday after
Mission shifting offense? No wonder noon from 3:30 when the French
they w ere so hard to find -some Club gave a tea at Hamar House.
The guests were the president and
one shouM have stayed under their one other representative from each
basket all the time—they usually modern languages club and all the
faculty members of the modern
managed to get there.
language department. Beverly Dun
Koffend’s excursion ride for the can
was chairman of the commit
Viking cagers (and managers) prov tee on arrangements. Sally Haven
ed to be a bit of a jinx Monday played incidental music on the p i
night. Golf Link Avenue reminded ano during the tea.
Osen and Coller of De Pere s Main
Street. It had hay on both sides.
Laird was the only one who had the way or whether they were in
been there before. Johnson crack it. Hello, Joe—
ed wise.' Red and Seegers wanted
It’s lucky Joe doesn’t have to
to know the directions. Guth looked forfeit any of that Lorillard dough
enviously at the former’s water for every time he guessed them
tank, hoping he might spy a Je- wrong for dear old “It Might Be.’’
licious Bull-head. Someone couldn’t Don’t ask him for his latest aver
tell if the cement mixer wo3 in age—it reminds him of grade points.

Sport Shorts
The Chicago Tribune recently
printed the composite results of
the major schools of the country.
In that list season resumes oi Be
loit, Ripon, and Carroll were print
ed but Lawrence was NOT includ
ed. Quite a slap to our athletic
system, but then w ere way up in
the woods, and nobody’s ever heard
of any colleges up here cxcept
Maybe Minnesota.
The Wisconsin football team, vic
torious in one out of five confer
ence games, attempted an even
1 0 0 passes in those battles, complet
ing 38. Ten years ago in 1925, with
Doyle Harmon leading the badg
ers, 34 forwards were tried, 17 of
which were intercepted. All of
which goes to show the definite in
crease in the importance of the for
ward pass in the past 10 years. That
year, however, the C ardinal' did
not depend on their passes, and
breezed through Minnesota, 21-6.
Ole Osen and Tom Leech were
both placed on the first all-oppon
ent team. St. Norberts, Carroll, St.
Viator,
and Jordan players \ ere also
well represented. Herbie Culler was
the only other Vike player »t.entiotu'd for a place by the Knights.
The Ripon College Days sports
editor pick his own all-conference
team including on the first eleven,
Ixech, Osen, and Dean of Law
rence. Guth, Hecker and Straub'e
were named on the second squad.
Exactly four out of eleven free
thiows were sunk by the Blue and
White against Mission Monday.
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Schedule Tourney
Of Volleyballers
Interclass T eam s to Fight
It
O u t Next
Week
After four weeks of practice, the
inter-class volleyball teams were
chosen. The tournament will start
next week, Monday, Dec. 9. The
first game will be played at 4:30
p. m„ juniors vs. seniors; at 5:00,
sophomores vs. freshmen. On Wed
nesday at 4:30 p. m., freshmen vs.
juniors; at 5:00 sophomores vs. se
niors; on Thursday at 4:30, juniors
vs. sophomores; at 5:00 seniors vs.
freshmen. The sophomores will be
out to continue their stride taken
in hockey and also capture the vol
leyball crown. The teams are as
follows:
Freshmen—Betty Barlow, Esther
Fritz, Frances Abendroth, Kay P itt
man, Jean Doerr, Peggy Nielson,
Margaret Nebbergall, Jeanette Siebold, Anne Shattuck; subs—Frances
Smethurst, Margaret Scott.
Sophomores—Helen Bauer, Ruth
Bauer, Phyllis Herziger, Marjory
Osen, Grace Cooley, Helen Sethness,
Barbara Kendall, Ruth Raney, Mag
gie Seip.
Juniors — Alice Stroud, Dorothy
Mitchell, Janet Leonard, Gladys MeCoskrie, Edith Johnson, Belva S trat
ton, Ruth Pfeifer, Doris Bennie,
Margaret Mercer, Betty Seitz, Dor
othy Terp.
Seniors — Margaret Badger, “Bil
ly” Harmes, Betty Morse, “Fritz”
Wiley, Jean Trojan, Lucile Carr.
June Orwig. Florence Magee, K ath
ryn Price, “Red” Carpenter, Gwen
Cramer.
NOTICE
A considerable sum of money
has been found. This money
will be returned upon identifi
cation of the denomination, (at
Brokaw.)

231 -E.ColleqeAue.

APPLETON,

WISCONSIN.

LUTZ ICE CO.
MANUFACTURED

- ICE C O A L------ COKE
Phone 2

BETTER HEATING &
PLUMBING
W. S. Patterson
Company

213 E. College Ave.

Appleton, Wis.

Remember — Only 14
More Student
Shopping Days

LAWRENTIAN ADVERTISING
COLUMNS ARE YOUR
INDEX TO XMAS VALUES
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Post-Crescent
Sports Writer
Pans Carleton
Next

Y ear’s
Schedule
to Mind
D irty Deals

B r in g «

BY GORDON MoINTYRE
Carleton college again has been
scheduled by Lawrence for a foot
ball game, according to reports com
ing from Northfield, Minn., ’vhieh
sort of recalls the brilliant run
around the Carls gave Coach Percy
Clapp last year when Marshall Diebold figured the Vikes would be a
tough ball club this season and
found it inconvenient to play a
game on half a dozen dates Percy
offered.
But of course next season Carle
ton will have a strong club, it has
scheduled the University of Iowa
for one of the season’s opener», so
it is willing to take on the Vikes
who will lose a mere ten exper
ienced lettermen.
Back in 1934 Carleton played the
homecoming game here and a bunch
of Viking sophomores and a hand
ful of veterans battled them all over
the ball park but the Carls won cn
a perfectly executed play late in
the game when the Vikes were just
about all in. Diebold heard about
some of the frosh prospects for
this season and rumors of a pretty
fair team coming up for 1935. Later
he informed
Coach Clapp he
wouldn’t be able to play Lawrence.
As late as last winter when Diebold
came here with a basketball team
Percy offered him almost every
thing but the gymnasium.
And now Lawrence very graci
ously takes on the Carls again. The
game will be played at Northfield
and you know who'll win. It's great
to be able to pick your spots in
conference competition.
• • •
Speaking of Coach Clapp: We had
a post card from him Thursday
morning and it was very appropri
ate. Appleton was having a snow
storm and it was wet and cold out
of doors. Percy had mailed the
card from Los Angeles, Calif., where
he had been scouting the Univer
sity of California at Los Angeles,
Perc was remaining in L. A. taking
things easy until the University of
Idaho eleven arrived for its game
with U. C. L. A. Saturday. The
game is the last on the Idaho sched
ule. Last week Idaho defeated the
University of Nevada at Boise, Ida
ho.

Hi#h School Banil at
Convocation Concert
The Appleton High School Band,
directed by Mr. E. C. Moore, also
director of the Lawrence C >llege
Band, played in chapel last Friday.
The Band, romposed of approxi
mately seventy pieces, has won first
place for the last two years in
Class A bands at the state tourna
ment for marching, concert playing,
and sight reading. The program of
numbers consisted of: "Cavalry of
the Clouds,” Alford; “Ariane Over
ture” by Boyer, a Class B state re 
quired number;
“Album Leaf,”
Wagner; First Movement of “L’
Arlesienne Suite,” Bizet; “Cinderel
la's Bridal Procession,” Dicker;
“Southern Echoes,” a march by Ed
win F. Goldman.

Lightfoot Sent to
Student Volunteer*»
Twelfth Convention
Grace Lightfoot, Geneva Commit
tee representative from Lawrence,
will be one of between two and
three thousand students in Indian
apolis, Indiana for the Twelfth
Quadrennial Convention of the Stu
dent Volunteer Movement. The
meeting is made possible by the
genuine interest in the World Mis
sion of Jesus Christ which is shown
by these college students from the
United States, Canada, and twelve
other foreign nations.
The program of the convention
will be in three main divisions:
platform hours; seminars for an in
timate exchange of thought be
tween delegates and leaders; and in
formal features.
Leaders of the conference will be
missionaries from all parts of the
world. There will be denomination
al suppers and a big New Year's Eve
Party. Following games, fun, and
fellowship there will be a watchnight worship service.

Dr. W. F. Raney Talks
To Engineers' Club
Dr. W. F. Raney, professor of his
tory,
addressed the KimberlyClarke Engineering Club at ths Con
servatory of Music last Friday, No
vember 29. His subject was an ex
pansion of the topic. “The OutlooK
in Europe." He discussed the con
ditions in Europe at the present
time in relation to the Ethiopian
situation.
On Monday evening, Dec. 2, he
addressed the International Rela
tions group of the Business and
Professional Women’s Club of the
city on the same general topic
Members of the Kaukauna and Neenah-Menasha Clubs were guests at
the meeting.

In te rn a tio n a l Aspect
P resen ted by B ober
Dr. M. M. Bober, professor of
economics and business, spoke to
the Men's Sunday Morning Class of
the First Congregational Church
last Sunday morning Dec. 1. He
gave reasons why war in Europe
seems imminent at the present time,
jdiscussing relationships Detween
England and France, and the desire
of Italy, Japan, and Germany for
more territory.

Books, Librettos
Added to Library
Miss T a rr A nnounces Tbirty - N ine Kecent
A dditions
The following books and libiettos
have been added to the library, ac
cording to a report from Miss An
na. M. Tarr, librarian:
Biblioteca de escritores 9 vols.
de Chile
Bibolotti, Benigno; Moseteno vo
cabulary and treatises.
Allen, Carleton K.; Law in the
making.
Gideonse, H. D.; Public policy
pamphlets, 4 vol.
Gray and Leary; What makes a
book readable.
D’Irsay, Stephen; Histoire des umver sites.
Jackson, J. H.; Post-War world.
Haydon; Modern trends in wot Id
religions.
Boyd, T. A.; Research, the path
finder of science and industry.
Deming, H. C.; In the realm of
chemistry.
Van Dusen, H. P.; God in these
times.
Davis, Jerome; Capitalism and its
culture.
Kansas geol. society; Guide book.
9th annual field conference.
Geol. soc. of America; Proceed
ings. 1934.
Chilson, Francis; Modern cosmet
ics.
Gilman, Lawrence; Music and the
cultivated man.
Shores; Origins of the small col
lege library.
Coney, Lewis; The decline of
American capitalism.
O’Conor, J.; Godes peace and the
Queenes.
Buttrick; The Christian fact and
modern doubt.
Hirsch; Industrialized Russia.
Fenniman, N. M.; Physiography oí
the Western United States.
Commission on Cuban; Problems
of the new Cuba.
Affairs
Findley, Alex; The spirit of chem
istry.
Barker, Granville; Preface.» to
Shakespeare.
Barnes, H. E.; History of West
ern civilization.
Handcock, P.; Mesopotamian arch-

rage seven

Mr. Du Shane Tells
Rotarians of War
Chances in Europe

Coe, Lake Forest
Prospects Good

“The Repercussions in Europe of
the Present Ethiopian Situation" Coe Has Seven L etterm en
was the subject upon which Mr.
Back and P rom ising
D. M. Du Shane, assistant pro
fessor of government, spoke to the
S ophom ores
luncheon meeting of the Rotary
(Note: This is the second In I
Club at the Hotel Northern last
series of 5 articles discussing the
Tuesday, Dec. 3.
Mr. Du Shane stated that it would cage prospects of teams Law*
appear that there will not be a gen rfnee will meet this winter. Last
eral European war in the immed week we discussed Knox and Rip«»;
iate future although one seems in : this week will concern Coe and
evitable in the next five or six Lake Forest.)
years. The reasons for such a pre
Seven returning lettermen, five
diction are that those powers who talented sophomores, and two ju 
were defeated in the World War are nior transfers who expect t j win
starting berths are the aggregates
now strong enough to break the Coach Forest Rittgers nas to choose
terms of the Versailles treaty which his first team from. Six of the Kowere unfair to them, and second hawks are over six feet tall ind two
ly, Germany, Italy, and Japan will of the new transfers, Linduska and
not long be satisfied w ith their Carson have looked unusually im
present meager supply of natural pressive during early scrimmages.
resources but will attem pt to in The lettermen returning are Comcrease it, by conquest, if necessary. ithers, Keith, Kammer, Martin,
Quinn, and Calvin. The
American brides and bridegrooms Schneider, quintet
is not lacking in
are getting younger. Men are m ar sophomore
but it appears that the
rying at an average age of 24.8 and ambition,
letter winners have their jobs pret
women at 21.7. We don’t kii'jw ty well sewed up. In past years,
what this proves. Yes, and statistics lack of height has been a major
show that Vassar graduates have j factor tor many of the defeats Co*
three-quarters of a baby each.
has suffered but the new team has
all the old ability plus considera| ble height and Coe is prepared to
aeology.
Yutang, Lin; My country and my : do her share of damage to gain the
mid-west crown.
people.
Gilbert, W. S.; Ruddygore.
A recent poll of Barnard College
Wolf-Ferrari, E.; Jewels of the freshmen shows that a Phi Bet«
Madonna.
key is a 17-to-l favorite ambition
Mozart, J. C.; Don Giovanni.
as against “siren of the stag line.”
Ponchielli, A.; La Gioconda.
Puccini, G.; La Boheme.
Puccini, G.; Madame Butterfly.
Puccini, G.; Tosca.
Svietna; Bartered bride.
Strauss, Richard; Der Rosenkavalier.
Verdi; Requiem.
S t a r t in g S a t u r d a y
Debussy; Pelleasnet Meliesande.

GET YOÜB

XM AS T R E E S
All Sizes at
317-319 E. College Ave.

WILL ROGERS
in
“STEA M BO A T
ROUND TH E
BEND”

A BRAIN HARASSED BY A PEN
THAT RUNS DRY, LOSES ITS

G erm an C lub Plans
Song Feast T hureday
German Club will hold its next
meeting at Hamar House on Thurs
day, Dec. 12, at 7:00 P. M.
The program will con«ist of Ger
man readings by members of the
club, special music by a quartette,
and group singing of German songs.
Refreshments will be served fol
lowing the program.
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Hence Parker Created 102% More Ink Capacity and Visible Ink Supply

N O T IC E

The A ssortm ent of
B r id g e and

as much as they like, so long as
their “standing remains unimpair
ed.”

S o r o r it y P r iz e *
SOLD AT

BELUNG’S
D r u g S to r e
2 0 4 E. College Ave.
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are recognized by Lawrence
College. We have supplied
Lawrence with our products
for many years.
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’From Harvard to Southern California«
T h at's why thousand« of students are
replacing their present pens with t his revolutionary new Parker Vacumatic with
visible ink supply and 102% more of it.
By holding this mir
acle writer to the li"ht,
WRITIS TWO WAY*
they ran sec the ink level
— see days ahead if it's
:/J*i id k 'á j fe
running low. I t is lami
¿4xt Citifa
n a te d — b u ilt u p ring
upon ring of shimmering
P e a rl and J e t —sm a rt,
ykrcl tidrivUti,
velvet-like, wholly ex
eimtdimn
clusive.
I t contains no ruhlier
sae found in sac-type
WITHOUT ADJUSTMENT
pens—no Mpiirt-jjnn pi*-

W anted by More S tu d en ts
T han All O ther Standard
Itruiuls Com bined
F.very tim e th a t you
w r it e , y o u r T r a in o f
T h o u g h t flashes along
rails more delicate lhan
go ssam er. And every
jH-tty annoyance—every
distraction —caused hy a
n th a t skips and runs
ry in stm ly period«,
classes, or exam s, oh«
structs the track and de
rails the train.

S

ton pump like other sades# pens—
nothing to render i t useless later on.
T h at's why it is guaranteed mechani
cally perfect. G o to any good store
selling pens and try it yourself. The
Parker Pen Company, Jane*» ille, VI is.

* R tr k e r
T IC & & •UARANTIIO MICHANICAUY PIAFICI
Junior, $5;
O vcr-Sii«, $10

» g y

P*ncll» $2 50,
$3 50. end $3

*A uthority— R m s Federal Serrtee surrty
Jo t "S a lts M anagement" magatine.

T il

P t ( i Eight
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much as the individuals who make it up
Edward Arnold
Thomas Jenkin
want it to be.
Margaret Badger
Robert Reid
Everett Bauman
Willard Shiblev
When XYZ proclaims the lack of “cul
Sir:
Ella Heinke
Winifred Wiley
One can let accusations such as XYZ ture, intellectuality, and spirituality,” tie
Albert Ingraham
James Wetherall

So They Say

Thirty years ago Mark Twain, be
loved giant of American letters, wrote
the “War Lord’s Prayer,” with instruc
tion!« that it be published only after
his death.
“I have told the whole truth in that
prayer,” he said, “and only dead men
ran tell the truth in this world. It can
be published after I am dead."
Here's his prayer:
“O, Lord, our God, help us to tear
their soldiers to bloody shreds with
our shells; help us to cover their sm il
ing fields with the pale forms of their
patriotic dead; help us to drown the
thunder of the guns with the groans
of the wounded, writhing in pain; help
us to lay waste their humble homes
with a hurricane of fire; help us to
wring the hearts of their unoffending
widows with unavailing grief; help us
to turn them out roofless with thetr
little children te wander unfriended
through wastes of their desolated
land in rags and hunger and thirst,
sport of the sun flames of summer and
the icy winds of winter, broken in
spirit, worn with travail, imploring
Thee for the refuge of the grave and
denied it—for onr sake*, who adore
Thee, Lord, blast their hopes, blight
their livea. protract their bitter pil
grimage, make heavy their steps, w a
ter their way with tears, stain the
white snow with the blood of their
wounded feet! We ask of One who is
the spirit of love and who b the everfaithful refuge and friend of all that
are sore beset, and seek His aid with
humble and contrite hearts. Grant our
prayer, O Lord, and Thine ahall be
the praise and honor and glory, now
and ever. Amen.”
By A. C. P.

Slang is perfectly all right, declares
Dr. W. C. Spencer, president of a Bap
tist college, Franklin, in Indianapolis.
Mr. Spcncer must believe what he
says since he went so far as to defend
slang before a group of ministers. Sev
eral benefits of slang, according to the
prexy:
It provides short cuts in expression
it makes a demand on imagination; it
adds vividness and picturesquesness
Slang has even crept into legal parlance,
he points out, since a bill in the New
York legislature refers to "jov riding.”

made go by unargued when they are ver
bal and transitory, but when he so ig
norantly criticizes fraternities, an an
swer must be made in order that the uninitiated may not get a warped view
point.
When a Greek ridicules the idealism
of a fraternity something must be wrong
in that individual. Is he advocating a
materialistic philosophy? An institution,
to be progressive, must set for itself high
ideals. If these ideals are not ap
proached to at least some degree, the
fault lies not in the fraternity, but in the
individuals who make up that fraternity.
It is about time that students realize
that in this old world of ours, one only
gets out what he puts in. If XYZ has
not done his share toward attainment of
those ideals, his is not the lot of a critic.
A fraternity will be and will mean as

forgets that he is not talking about fra
ternity men alone, but students ii> gen
eral regardless of affiliations. It is to be
lamented that he cannot partake of
aesthetic pleasures in a fraternity house.
Many a time I have seen six or eight
members of a fraternity sit down in the
evening after studying and enjoy a re
cording of a symphony by Beethoven for
instance, some fraternities may lack the
means for such enjoyment, but recordings
are available at the conservatory.
I would hate to have him believe that
fraternities ever thought or pretended
that they could make an integrated per
son out of every individual who comes
under their wing, as every person has his
limitations, but who can say that the fra
ternity does not afford a means of better
understanding and tolerance of ones fel-

Revise the Sports Program
An interesting solution to the prob
lems confronting the athletic directors
of small colleges was offered by the
editors of the Cardinal of the Univer
sity of Louisville. They suggested the
outright purchasing of a good football
team, rather than secretly inducing
high school athletes with promises of
soft jobs and fat scholarships. As
businesslike as their proposition might
seem, it nevertheless is not applicable
to the athletic situation as it exists on
the Lawrence campus.
Much more feasible would be the
complete abolition of inter-collegiate
sports, with a renewed emphasis on
intra-mural athletics. To get good
teams, as the editors of The Cardinal
suggests, it is necessary to pay for
them, and all colleges the size of Law
rence can not afford to invest that
heavily. The revenue obtained from
football and basketball games here at
Lawrence is but a mere portion of the
total amount required to maintain the
gymnasium equipment, for this rea
son our college athletics are not the
commercial success as appears to be
the case with the larger universities.
In this connection it may be said that
while the amount of money appropri
ated from the All-College Club tickets
does not at all represent the total subsidation required for our athletics, it
does, however, represent approximate
ly forty-four per cent of the total. Con

trasted against the activities repre
sented by the remaining fifty-six per
cent, Ariel, Forensic Board, Little The
atre, Lawrentian, L.W.A., etc., this
seems, if not somewhat outrageous,
at least unbalanced.
Hours of grueling practice on the
gridiron or basketball court can only
be justified in institutions of higher
learning where degrees are conferred
in Physical Education, or where each
player is a potential football or bas
ketball coach. It is apparent that in
ter-collegiate athletics have resulted
in a mis-directed emphasis of the
whole educational program. The spir
it of competition and sportsmanship
can be served equally as well by a
program of intra-mural athletics as it
can by inter-collegiate sports.
Economic conditions of the present
period seems to necessitate de-em
phasis on expensive athletic teams,
and the only solution seems to lie in
an extensive intra-mural sports pro
gram. Real sportsmanship and health
ful exercise can be obtained without
the cost of the over-emphasis on fic
titious Mid-West teams or the equally
meaningless state championship.
Such a program would certainly be
in keeping with any progressive aca
demic system where sport for sport’s
sake is substituted for a ride on a
tinsel-paved glory road.

Last week we left Ainsworth Town
send and his mother, seated oposite each
other at the breakfast table, just as Ains
worth was attempting rather hesitating
ly to make an important announcement
to his somewhat surprised yet interested
and impatient parent.
Observing in her sincerely question
ing and anticipatory glance the devasta
ting truth that for once in his life his
mother could not guess what he wished
to tell her, and furthermore that she wns
not going to supply his words for him,
Ainsworth thought to himself disconso
lately “How inconsiderate of her,” but,
facing the unavoidable, he continued as
timorously as before, “Well, it’s about
Alice and me.”
“Yes?” supplied his mother encourag
ingly, but still offering no assistance,
“Go on.”
By this time her newspaper lay
abandoned over her breakfast dishes and
that was always a bad sign—anything
that interested Mrs. Townsend enough
to cause her to disregard totally her
morning paper simply had to be finished,
explained, or carried out, whatever the
case may have been, or there would be
bills to pay.
“You see — began Ainsworth, but
then the almost unhoped for happened—
the motherly intuition began to function
and Mrs. Townsend came to the rescue.
With a sudden, keen, but whimsical glint
of supreme motherly sympathy and un
derstanding in her glance she looked
deep into her son's eyes and said,
“You and Alice have had a fight.”
Completely overwhelmed at this sud
den turn of affairs, Ainsworth could do
little more than ejaculate incoherently,
“Well, not exactly, we—I—” when hi3
mother again interrupted, this time with
a knowing and somewhat pacifying ges
ture of her fat yet dainty hand as she
said.
Now, now, you know you can’t fool
Mother; you just leave everything to hot*
and it will be all right.”
Ainsworth would have liked to ob
ject that there was nothing quite so ser
ious, but once the motherly intuition had
come into its own, there was no stopping
it—in fact, not even side-tracking or de
laying it.
“I’ll tell you what.” continued Mrs.
Townsend. “You have her over for din
ner Sunday—let’s see, that’s tomorrow—
and everything will turn out just fine.
I’m sure it will.”
Knowing his mother as well as he did
—and that was all his life, since he had
never been to Europe—Ainsworth knew
that it was futile to argue or to object
now, so he simply said, “All right, I will.*’
And he was as good as his word.
Rising from the table, he proceeded
to the cloak closet just under the great
stairway that led to the reception room,
leaving his mother to repossess her morn
ing paper with a vigor and finality that
indicated that for her the entire matter
was a settled issue, and that she had
some interrupted, but nevertheless excedingly important reading to catch up
on.
(Continued next week.)
low men? And life is constant contact
with other people.
He also has a misconception about
grades—that age old quibble. I would
just like to comment that those people
who kick most about grades are those
who cannot get them. They try to break
down as many lines of demarcation as
possible so that they will be undifferen
tiated from their more brilliant class
mates. So long as people inside and out
of academic walls use grades as a criter
ion—so long as it is explicitly the duty of
a fraternity to attain to that end a rea
sonable way. However, this is a ques
tion beside the point here.
Nobody, in his right mind, has ever
said that fraternities are a “panacea for
the ills of life,” but neither is the other
extreme—unconstructive criticism—justi
fiable. The fraternity fills a need in a
modern college, but no fraternity is bet
ter than the individuals who make up
its active chapter.
—ZILCH.

